By us, for us

Writing Guidelines
We recommend you start by familiarising yourself with our content and
our categories. This will help you decide how best to frame your article.
If you're preparing to submit a piece to us, please adhere to the
following length guidelines:

News articles (Category: Diaspora Hub) - 500 words
Think pieces (Laikan) - 800 – 1200 words*
Academic pieces 1500 – 2000 words*
First person essays – 600 – 1500*
*In some situations we'll allow these pieces to be published in two
separate parts, effectivelly allowing longer submissions.
Spellings and captialisation – Here are some rules specific to BLC
Capital ‘B’ in Black. As a normal colour adjective we use it in lower
case, ie. black.
Capdown for job titles ie. He was a janitor.
Covid-19, not COVID19 or COVID
WeChat - not weixin or wechat or WECHAT
Capitalisation for acronyms ie. FOCAC
Quotation marks for direct quotes: We use "double" quotation marks,
not 'single'
Chinese words : Romanised words with Hanzi
in brackets
Avoid repetition of words
Links: Never include the 'https://'

（汉字）

For everything else, we adhere to the Guardian's writing style guidelines
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Spelling: We use British spelling –

for more on what this means see here
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Additional info
Remember – our content is read by people with varying
understandings of China. If you mention a particularly obscure or
less commonly known name, organisation, concept or more – please
highlight it and provide a suggested definition with sources.
Why? As a platform that prides itself on its ability to explain and
convey meaning to our audience, we have developed a glossary
function, allowing us to provide definitions in our articles.
Please list your sources – this helps us ensure that assertions
made in your piece can be verified
Once your submission is accepted, please be prepared to provide us
with a brief bio of yourself (less than 150 words) and a picture. if
you'd prefer anonymity, please choose a pen name.
Have pictures we can use for the article? - send them along with
your piece. Be sure to state who took the images and how we have
permission to use them. No pictures? We'll sort it!
Remember, we reserve the right to edit your article - but you will
be sent it prior to its publish.

